
Excellent SGP Laminated Glass Manufacturer Offers Good Quality Glass
Fin/ Glass Rib/ Glass Skywalk

Laminated glass as known as a safety glass, because they can offer greater protection for people, due to
laminated glass consists two or more glass liters permanently bonded firmly by interlayer film (that is why
it also called sandwich glass), even when the breakage happened, the fragments are held by the
interlayer.

Hereby, the quality of the interlayer film plays an important role. Compare to traditional PVB interlayer
Laminating Glass, SGP Laminated Glass can offer a better performance, when they are under through very
bad weather, such as: hurricane, storm, violence attack, bullets, etc. 



In this case 15.15.15.15.4 Heat soaked tempered ultra clear laminated glass, adopting SGP film, that can
enforce the glass quality and performance. Because of heat soaked testing can make the tempered
glass have more stable performance, to reduce the incidence of Toughened Tempered Low Iron Clear
Glass breaking spontaneously after installation.

Specification

1.Glass type: heat soaked toughened tempered laminated glass, SGP laminated glass

2.Glass configuration: 15mm low iron tempered glass heat soaked+1.52mm SGP film+15mm low iron
tempered glass heat soaked +1.52mm SGP film+15mm low iron tempered glass heat soaked+1.52mm
SGP film+15mm low iron tempered glass heat soaked

https://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/Heat-Soaked-Glass.htm
https://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/15MM-Heat-Soaked-Toughened-Glass-panels-Bespoken-15MM-Heat-Soaked-Tempered-Safety-Glass-15mm-HST-Tou.html#.WvA4DqjXaUk


3.Glass size: bespoke size, for example, 300mm*7000mm, 3300mm*8mm, etc.

4.Quality: European Standards EN14179, EN14449; USA Standard ANSI Z97.1-2015

Features:

1.Safety & Protection

the glass will not fall out if used in sloped or overhead glazing applications providing environmental
protection; especially after heat soaked testing, the glass have a more stable performance, reduce the
spontaneous breakage rate.

2.Security

SGP tempered laminated glass can withstand more heavier impact from hurricane, storm, typhoon,
violence attack etc

3.Aesthetic decoration

Low iron tempered glass not only can offer high light transmittance, but also have beautiful crystal
appearance.

4.Sound control

4*15mm Low Iron Tempered Heat Soak Laminated Glass Application:

HST Tempered Laminated Glass doors

Low Iron Tempered Glass Heat Soaked Laminated Glass Fin, Glass Rib

Heat Soaked toughened laminated glass skybridge, skywalk

Our advantage:

1.Shenzhen Sun Global Glass factory can offer high quality building glass as below:

Heat Soaked Tempered Safety Glass which meet European Standards EN14179; 
all Toughened Laminated Glass are accord with European Standard EN14449; USA Standard ANSI
Z97.1-2015
 Individual Tempered Glass can meet European Standard EN12150-2; 

https://www.sggglassmanufacturer.com/products/Tempered-glass_page5.htm


2.Shenzhen Sun Global Glass factory is a professional DuPont Sentryglas Laminated Glass qualification
fabricator in China.

3.Competitive price of multi-layer tempered laminated glass, especially for jumbo size toughened
tempered laminated glass, for example: 15.15.4 the max size can up to 10 meters by 3.3 meters. Both flat
tempered laminated glass and curved laminating glass are available.



4.Fast delivery time.

5.Durable, seaworthy package, to make sure the client can have good glass after long term sea
transportation.

6.With over 20 years OEM fabrication experiences in this area according various requirements for different
projects all over the world.




